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Three Important Core Values

 It was difficult to choose only three common core value words out of the list 

because all the attributes listed are significant in their own way.  I ended up choosing 

the common core values: respect, responsibility, and helping others.  I chose these 

three core values from the list because they caught my eye as crucial qualities to have 

in order to be a professional in the field of Child Development and also crucial values to 

have in life to be a positive role model, friend, and coworker. 

 I chose respect because I believe it is always important to respect your 

coworkers, colleagues, family, friends, and those around you in general.  I support the 

popular saying, “treat others the way you want to be treated”.  Respect leads to positive 

environments, better communication, quality relationships, and successful interactions.  

 Responsibility is an important aspect to always demonstrate because it ties in 

with professionalism.  Responsibility includes arriving on time to appointments and jobs, 

completing assignments on time, and keeping your word.  To be successful in a work 

environment it is important that your boss can depend on you.  Being a responsible 

individual, regardless of the situation, promotes trust.  

 The core value of helping others stood out to me because that is what we as 

teachers in child development exhibit on a daily basis.  Helping others is our main duty 

as educators and caregivers in child development.  It is our job to take care of childrenʼs 

needs, support their interests, be positive role models, and provide them with valuable, 

quality learning opportunities.  In general, helping others builds strong and positive 

bonds throughout life experiences.  Helping others, even people you do not know, can 



make the world a better place.  This includes participating in contributions such as 

making a donation to a charity, helping the homeless, and doing volunteer work.  


